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INTRODUCTION
Recording programs for dairy cows in Turkey started during the eighties in order to build up a
national herdbook system and to improve the genetic structure and milk yield level of Holstein
Friesian breeding materials. Since 1995 seventeen provincial breeders associations have been
established. In early 1998, a national breeders association was formed. Only since 1995 Turkey
has decided to use a uniform numbering system of animals and to register them in a herdbook.
The new system, which follows the EU recommendation, enables all herdbook data of different
provinces to be summarized in a National herdbook. All registered cattles are taken into the
local data processing units of the breeders associations or of the local governmental
administration. On a monthly basis, this data is then sent to Ankara and loaded into the central
computer. In the 17 provinces there are already more than 500 000 Holstein Friesian cows. The
National Breeders Association has made available its data file of the milk recording scheme.
However, the estimation of genetic and phenotypic parameters of these data for 305-day milk
yield trait in Turkish Holstein Friesian cows has not been obtained yet.

Estimates of genetic and phenotypic parameters are often obtained using REML procedures
(Patterson and Thompson, 1971), but Bayesian methods (Gianola and Fernando, 1986) have
recently been advocated. Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, such as Gibbs sampling, allow
Bayesian inferences to be made about genetic and phenotypic parameters (Wang et al., 1994 ;
Sorensen et al., 1994 ; Firat et al., 1997). Reliable estimations of such genetic parameters can
be directly applied to estimate breeding values and to design and optimize breeding and
selection programmes for the cows in Turkey. The objective of this study is therefore to
estimate genetic parameters applying Bayesian procedures under a mixed animal model for
305-day lactation milk yields of Turkish Holstein Friesian cows.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Data. The data set used in this study consisted of 20 250 first, second and third lactation milk
records of 12 172 Turkish Holstein-Friesian cows calved between January 1990 and December
1997 and were provided by the Turkish Holstein Breeder's Association. Only complete 305-
day records from first three lactations were utilized. Records where milk yield was not within
the range 2 000-15 000 kg, or age at calving outside 20-64 months were deleted as erroneous.
Sires having fewer than three daughters were discarded, as were herd-year-season categories
that had fewer than three observations. After editing, the data set contained 21 099 cows in
pedigrees by 820 sires and 5617 herd-year-season categories. The number of observations and
cows varied a great deal according to sire and herd-year-season groups in the analysis. The
covariables included in the analysis were lactation number and linear and quadratic terms in
age at calving (months). The 305-day lactation milk yields were expressed in kg.
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The model and Bayesian formulation. The general linear animal model used was:
ecZuZβXy +++= 21 (1)

where y is an Nx1 matrix of milk yield records; β  is a px1 vector of uniquely defined fixed
effects [including effects of provinces (17 levels); effects of hear-year-season (5617 levels);
lactation number included as a linear covariable and age at calving included as linear and
quadratic covariables, respectively]; X  is a known block design matrix of order Nxp; u  is a

uq x1 random vector of additive genetic effects; c  is a cq x1 random vector of permanent
environmental effects; 1Z  and 2Z  are known design matrices of the order Nx uq  and Nx uq
relating to location parameters u  and c , respectively, to y; and e  is an Nx1 matrix of random
residual effects. The assumptions for distribution in the model were 

( )22  ,~,| uu N σσ A0Au , ( )22  ,~| ccc N σσ I0c and ( )22  ,~| eee N σσ I0e ,
where A  is the numerator relationship matrix (Henderson, 1975); cI  and eI  are the identity

matrices of appropriate order; 2
uσ , 2

cσ  and 2
eσ  are additive genetic, permanent environment

and residual variance components, respectively; the vectors u , c , and e  were assumed to be
pairwise independent. Hence, ( )VXβy  ,~ N , with 22

22
2

11 ecu IZAZZAZV +′+′= σσ . The
conditional distribution that generates the data is

( )2
21

2  ,~,,,| ee N IcZuZXβcuβy ++σ .
In addition to the previously quoted distributional assumptions, the Bayesian approach requires
the assignment of prior distributions to all other unknown parameters, β  and variance

components ( )ecuii  , ,   2 =σ . We might take β  to be uniformly distributed. It will be assumed

that a priori the variance components follow inverse 2χ  distributions, ( )22
iii s,ννχ −  where iν

and 2−
is  are shape and scale parameters, respectively. The joint posterior density function of

the unknown parameters is proportional to the product of the likelihood function and the prior
distributions. The full conditional posterior distributions of β , u , c , 2

uσ , 2
cσ  and 2

eσ  are: 

( ) ( )( )12
21

1222 )(  ,],|[ −− ′−−′′= XXcZuZyXXXycuβ epecu σN,σ,σ,σ, ,
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where uuu νqV += , ccc νqV +=  and ee νNV += . As can be seen from these equations, the
full conditional distribution of each of the location parameters β , u  and c  is multivariate
normal; the mean is equal to the conditional expectation for the other parameter and variance is
equal to the inverse of correspondent element of the diagonal of the coefficient matrix of
Henderson's mixed model equations (Wang et al., 1994). The conditional posterior
distributions of variance components are in the form of the scaled inverted chi-square.
Gibbs sampling. Wang et al. (1993, 1994), Sorensen et al. (1994) and Firat et al. (1997)
presented methods using Gibbs sampling that are applicable to animal breeding. These
methods allow inferences to be made about parameters of interest from a univariate mixed
linear model using the Gibbs sampler. 
In this study, the implementation of the procedure is carried out in the way described by Wang
et al. (1993). The scale parameters of prior distributions, 2

us , 2
cs  and 2

es , were taken from a
preliminary study using REML. For a proper prior the shape parameters uν , cν  and eν  were
chosen to be 9. These values reflect an informative prior knowledge about the variances. A
single chain of length 8 000 was generated by the Gibbs sampler procedure for model (1) and
convergence diagnostics are monitored graphically. The first 1500 iterations were then
discarded as burn-in iterations. Because of the relatively high amount of information coming
from the large well-structured data file, sample posterior expectations and standard deviations
after the burn-in period were invariant to prior records. The remaining samples of the chain
from round 1501 to 8000 were stored as samples. Marginal posterior inferences were based on
6 500 iterations of the Gibbs sampler.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The heritability estimates for 305-day lactation milk yield obtained from using REML and
Bayesian methods are found to be 0.3143 and 0.3376, respectively (Table 1). As Gianola and
Foulley (1990) stated, variance components estimated using REML method are only marginal
with respect to fixed effects but conditionals on other nuisance parameters of the model. The
Bayesian analysis allows further marginalization via MCMC methods. Therefore, posterior
expectations of variance components and their functions from Bayesian analysis under proper
priors presented some differences with the REML estimates. The marginal posterior
expectations of regression coefficients for covariates, lactation number and age at calving
included as linear and quadratic covariables can also be obtained as byproduct of Gibbs
sampling (Table 1). It is striking to observe that posterior expectations of the regression
coefficients from Gibbs sampling are almost the same as the corresponding REML estimates.
Generally, the heritability estimate of 0.3376 for 305-day lactation milk yield from this study is
close to the majority of estimates in recent studies (Pander et al., 1992; Swalve, 1995; Vissher
and Goddard, 1995; Firat et al., 1997). Persaud et al. (1991) reported very high heritability
estimates based on animal models treating herds as fixed effect, but their data set was very
small (about 250 animals). Lee et al. (1992) fitted herd effects as fixed and reported a
heritability of 0.37 based on sire model for the first parity cows. Estimates of heritability for
the first three parities of Friesian cows reported by Hietanen and Ojala (1995) were 0.32, 0.28
and 0.22, respectively.
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Table 1. Variance components and their functions and regression coefficients from
REML and Gibbs sampling

Method 2
uσ

2
cσ 2

eσ 2h
REML 406953.6614 175020.1395 712905.0622 0.3143
GIBBS 444307.3635 162102.1850 709408.5583 0.3376

Lact. No. Age (Linear) Age (Quad.)
REML 139.6739 20.6847 -0.4359
GIBBS 138.2627 20.7406 -0.4355

High heritability estimates may result (Pander et al., 1992)from: i) using different models (with
herd-year-month or with herd-year-season effects), ii) data sets collected in different years and
countries and even different regions, iii) different types of data (daughters of bulls from a
progeny testing scheme or from other schemes), and iv) bias due to genetic trends and non-
additive effects. Another reason might be the existence of preferentially treated bulls in the
herd, causing an increase in the sire variance component and as a result higher heritability
estimates are obtained. Strabel and Szwaczkowski (1997) reported that generally improved
environmental conditions resulted in a greater genetic variance and eventually in higher
estimates of heritability. Studies which compare heritability estimates between countries and
among different production levels reported such differences (Carabano et al., 1989 ; Zarnecki
and Strzalkowski, 1992). The method in which 305-day records are calculated could also cause
low-heritabilities of yield traits (Strabel and Szwaczkowski, 1997).
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